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 Abstract 
    Wind energy is one of the most important and promising source of renewable energy all 
over the world. Throughout the globe in last three or four decades generation of electricity 
from wind energy has created a wide interest. At the same time there has been a rapid 
development of wind energy related technology. The control and estimation of wind energy 
conversion system constitute a vast subject and are more complex than those of dc drives. 
Induction generators are widely preferable in wind farms because of its brushless 
construction, robustness, low maintenance requirements and self-protection against short 
circuits. However poor voltage regulation and low power factor are its weaknesses. This 
thesis covers the analysis, dynamic modelling and control of an isolated self-excited 
induction generator (SEIG) driven by a variable speed prime mover. The proposed dynamic 
model consists of induction generator, self-excitation capacitance and load model which 
are expressed in stationary d-q reference frame. The dynamic performance of SEIG is 
investigated under no load, with load and perturbation of load. To predict the performance 
of the purposed system, a MATLAB/ SIMULINK based simulation study was carried out. 
Viability of the excitation process is ascertained through experimental results obtained 
from the laboratory prototype machine. It also includes Dynamic analysis of voltage 
controller for SEIG using current control voltage source inverter (CC-VSI). 
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CHAPTER 1 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 In recent years, the environmental pollution has become a major concern in people 
daily life and energy crisis has led people to develop new technologies for generating 
clean and renewable energy [1]. Wind power along with solar energy, hydro power and 
tidal energy are possible solutions for an environmentally-friendly energy production. 
Out of these renewable energy sources wind is endless and auspicious sources of 
renewable energy. It is a clean resource that can produce electricity without affecting 
environment and economically viable also. Wind energy being investigated a 
supplemental source is suitable to meet extra demand. The nature of wind energy is 
much different from conventional sources like hydro and thermal. Due to its 
intermittency one cannot guarantee that there will be enough mechanical power 
converted to electrical and supplied to load. However, when interconnected with power 
grid having higher capacity than that of Wind energy conversion system, the fluctuation 
in power input to WECS taken care by other power station connected to the grid. In 
case of standalone system, uncertainty of wind availability presents more serious 
problem requiring some sort of storage element, supplemental source or even capacity 
of load shedding.  The disadvantages of wind power in the view of economic constrain 
ere due to high capital costs and the uncertainty of the wind. 
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Synchronous generator are used in conventional energy power plant but in wind 
power plant induction generator are preferred either in grid connected mode or isolated 
mode. Induction generators have relative advantageous features over traditional 
synchronous generators. These features are brush less rugged construction, low cost, 
less maintenance, simple operation, self-protection against faults, good dynamic 
response and capability to generate power at varying speed. The use of  SEIG are noble 
methodology for generating electricity from wind energy, there is no extra power 
supply needed to produce the magnetic field it is convenient  especially in remote areas. 
 
1.1 Motivation 
Wind power is the most reliable and developed renewable energy source over past 
decades.  The previous work of researchers on clean renewable energy like wind for 
electrical power generation is the prime motivation to take up this project. Though the 
induction generator self-excitation phenomena is known since 1935, till date the work 
in the area of dynamic analysis, steady state analysis, control of voltage and frequency 
is concern. The use of isolated induction generator is preferable especially where 
extension of national grid is not feasible.  
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1.2 Thesis Objective    
   Modelling and simulation of self-excited induction generator in d-q axes 
reference frame particularly in stationary reference frame. 
 Determination of minimum excitation capacitance required for SEIG. To 
analyse the effect of variation of speed and excitation capacitance on generated 
terminal voltage. 
 Analysis of closed loop voltage control scheme for SEIG using current 
controlled voltage source inverter (CC-VSI) with a dc link capacitor. 
  Experimental investigation of self-excitation process in SEIG. 
 
1.3 Literature Survey  
 In this section previous work carried out in the area of self-excited induction generator 
and different control schemes for voltage and frequency regulation are reviewed.  
Basset and Potter in 1935 first reported that the induction machine can be 
operated as an induction generator in isolated mode by using excitation capacitors [2-
3]. SEIG can represented either in steady state model or in dynamic model.  The basic 
models of SEIG are impedance based model, admittance based model, d-q reference 
frame model, operational circuit based model, and power equations based model [4-
12]. The per-phase steady state circuit model of SEIG can't be utilized to illuminate 
transient progress because of the fact that the model was determined from the steady 
state conditions of induction machine. For dynamic analysis, SEIG in three axes model 
is transformed to two axes (D-Q) model. The SEIG represented in D-Q axes model and 
analysed under steady state conditions are reported [12-16]. Different analytical 
methods are found in literature to calculate minimum capacitance required for self-
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excitation process [16-19]. A simple and direct method for calculation of excitation 
capacitance without involvement of iteration method has reported [20].  
The main drawback of SEIG is that the terminal voltage and frequency are 
sensitive to load and speed variation. The disadvantages of voltage control method 
using switched capacitors is that, it regulates terminal voltage in steps. A voltage 
controller for standalone induction generator using PWM-VSI is reported [21]. Inverter 
based static compensator (STATCOM) dynamically regulate the SEIG terminal voltage 
[22]. To enhance the performance of the system, utilization of advanced control 
strategies, for example, vector control and sliding mode control have been 
recommended [23-24]. 
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1.4 Organization of the thesis  
The thesis is organized into five chapters, each of these is summarized below. 
Chapter 1:  Includes importance of renewable energy system to present world and 
motivation behind this project. In this chapter the literature related to isolated induction 
generator is reviewed. This involves strength and limitations of the previous work.  
Chapter 2: Describes about the modelling of SEIG system. This chapter initially gives 
an idea of self-excitation phenomena in SEIG and followed by system performance and 
its operational problems. Describes the method to determine the minimum capacitance 
required for self-excitation process of SEIG.  
Chapter 3: This chapter presents an experimental study of an induction machine being 
run as self-excited induction generator. Open and short circuit test are carried out to 
find machine parameters. The magnetizing characteristic curve of induction machine is 
determined from synchronous speed test. 
Chapter 4: In this chapter terminal voltage control of an isolated induction generator 
using an current controlled voltage source inverter (CC-VSI) is discussed. 
Chapter 5: In this chapter conclusion and future work are given. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 
ANALYSIS AND MODELING OF SEIG SYSTEM 
2.1 Introduction 
SEIG system consist of a squirrel cage induction motor, prime mover, excitation 
capacitor and three phase load. The layout diagram of SEIG system shown in fig.2.1.   
The primary requirement for the induction machine to work as an induction generator 
is excitation current to produce rotating magnetic field. For grid connected machine it 
takes reactive current from grid whereas for a standalone machine reactive power is 
supplied locally by the help of shunt and series passive elements.  
 
Fig. 2.1 – SEIG with a capacitor excitation system driven by a wind turbine 
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2.2 Modelling of Self-Excited Induction Generator 
In electrical machine analysis a three-axes to two axes transformation is applied to 
produce simpler expressions that make complex systems simple to analyse and 
solutions easy to find. The three axes are representing the real three phase supply 
system. However, the two axes are fictitious axes representing two fictitious phases, 
displaced by 900, to each other. Here the assumption taken is that the three-axes and the 
two-axes are in a stationary reference frame. It can be rephrased as a transformation 
between abc and stationary dq0 axes. The conventional per-phase equivalent circuit 
representation of an induction machine is convenient to use for steady state analysis. 
However, the d-q representation is used to model the SEIG under dynamic conditions. 
The d-q representation of a SEIG with capacitors connected at the terminals of the stator 
windings and without any electrical input from the rotor side is shown in Fig. 2.2. Fig. 
2.3 represents the stationary stator reference frame model in direct and quadrature axes 
separately. 
 
Fig. 2.2 – D-Q representation of self-excited induction generator 
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Fig. 2.3 – Circuit model of SEIG in dq stationary reference frame (a) q-axis circuit 
(b) d-axis circuit 
 
 
The capacitor voltages in Fig. 2.3 can be represented as 
                                       0
1
cqqscq vdti
C
v                                                             (2.1)           
                                       0
1
cddscd vdti
C
v                                                             (2.2) 
Where cqcq vv 0 , at t=0 and cdcd vv 0 , at t=0 are the initial voltage along the q-axis and 
d-axis capacitors, respectively. 
The rotor flux linkage is given by 
                                     0qrqrrqsmqr iLiL                                                        (2.3) 
                                     0drdrrdsmdr iLiL                                                        (2.4) 
Where  
mlss LLL   and mlrr LLL  , 
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 qrqr  0  at t=0, and qrqr  0  at t=0 are the remnant or residual rotor flux linkages 
along the q-axis and d-axis, respectively. 
Let r is the electrical angular speed of rotor, the rotational voltage in the rotor circuit 
along the q-axis is given by 
                                      0drrqrrqsmrqrr KiLiL                                        (2.5) 
                                      0qrrdrrdsmrdrr KiLiL                                       (2.6) 
Similarly the rotational voltage in the d axis of the rotor circuit is 
                                     0)( qrrdrrdsmrdrr KiLiL                                       (2.7) 
                                     0)( drrqrrqsmrqrr KiLiL                                       (2.8) 
Where 00 qrrdrK  and 00 drrqrK   represent the initial d-axis and q-axis induced 
voltages respectively. The constant 0drK and 0qrK are due to the remnant or residual 
magnetic flux in the core. r is the equivalent electrical rotor speed in radians per 
second. That is, 
Electrical speed = number of pole pairs mechanical speed 
 
The matrix equation for the d-q model of a self-excited induction generator, in the 
stationary stator reference frame, using   equations (2.1-2.8) is given as: 
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
           (2.9) 
                                       0 vv VIZ                                                                   (2.10) 
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Where Z is the impedance matrix, vI is the stator and rotor currents vector and vV is the 
voltage vector due to initial condition 
 
2.2.1 Modelling of SEIG under Different Loading  
The development of an induction generator model in dq reference frame involves 
transformation of variables from three axes to two axes. While transformation the per 
phase value of machine parameter, shunt capacitance and load impedances remains 
unaffected. Equivalent circuit model in dq reference frame is shown in fig.2.4. Each 
element of equivalent circuit in dq reference frame is same as per phase value of three phase 
machine. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 2.4 – Circuit model of SEIG in dq stationary reference frame (a) q-axis circuit 
(b) d-axis circuit  
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From above circuit by applying KVL we can get the voltage equations as follows 
                                     
dt
d
iRv
qs
qssqs

                                                               (2.11) 
                                    
dt
d
iRv dsdssds

                                                                (2.12) 
                                     qrr
qr
qrr
dt
d
iR 

0                                                     (2.13) 
                                     
drr
dr
drr
dt
d
iR 

0                                                     (2.15) 
                  Where 0 drqr vv (short circuited rotor) 
The flux linkage expressions in terms of the currents can be written a 
                                          qrmqssqs iLiL   
                                         qsmqrsqr iLiL   
                                         drmdssds iLiL   
                                           dsmdrsdr iLiL   
The following differential equation can be derived from eqn.(2.11-2.15)  
      sqrrdrmrqrrmsdmrsqss
mrs
sq
vLiLLiRLiLiRL
LLLdt
di


  2
2
1
                   (2.16) 
      sdrqrrmrdrrmsqmrsdsr
mrs
sd vLiLLiRLiLiRL
LLLdt
di


  2
2
1
                  (2.17) 
      sqmdrrsrqrsssdsmrsqsm
mrs
rq
vLiLLiRLiLLiRL
LLLdt
di


 
2
1
                  (2.18) 
      sdmqrrsrdrrssqsmrsdsm
mrs
rd vLiLLiRLiLLiRL
LLLdt
di


 
2
1
                  (2.19) 
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Where 
                                    mlss LLL  , mlrr LLL   
The expression for electromagnetic torque is given by 
                                     qrdsqrqsme iiiiL
P
T 












22
3
                                             (2.20) 
Torque balance equation is represented by equation 
                                        
dt
d
P
JTT reshaft








2
                                                    
The subscript d and q indication direct and quadrature axes variables of stator and rotor 
respectively; l  for leakage component; v and i instantaneous voltage and current; 
flux linkage; mi  magnetizing current; mL  magnetizing inductance; r resistance; L 
inductance; P  number of poles; r  electrical rotor speed; and eT  electromagnetic 
torque.  
The expression for magnetizing current is given as 
                                        22 rqsqrdsdm iiiii                                              (2.21) 
2.2.2 Modelling of Excitation Capacitor 
The following state equations are involved in excitation system using d-q components 
of stator voltage  sqsd vv & as state variables, from the circuit shown in Fig 2.4. 
                                         cdlddc iii                                                                     (2.23) 
                                         cqlqqc iii                                                                     (2.24)         
                                        lddc
ld ii
Cdt
dv

1
                                                           (2.25) 
                                        lqqc
lq
ii
Cdt
dv

1
                                                            (2.26) 
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2.2.3 Modelling of Load Impedance 
A balance load connected at the terminal of the induction generator can be represent 
symmetrically in dq reference frame shown in fig.2.4. The current equations for the 
balanced resistive load in d and q axes given by 
                                         
l
sq
rq
R
v
i                                                                           (4.27) 
                                         
l
sd
rd
R
v
i                                                                          (4.28) 
And for R-L load. Voltage current relationship are given below. 
                                        
dt
di
LiRv ldlldlld   
                                          ld
l
l
ld
l
ld i
L
R
v
L
i
1
                                                     (4.29) 
                                         
dt
di
LiRv
lq
llqllq   
                                          lq
l
l
lq
l
lq i
L
R
v
L
i
1
                                                     (4.30) 
The dynamics of induction generator competently represented by state space matrix 
formulation using d-q axes model. Solving these state variables, we can obtain the 
instantaneous voltages and currents during the self-excitation process, as well as during 
load variations. The state space matrix is shown below. 
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Where cdC , cqC are the d-axis and q-axis equivalent capacitor value. 
 
2.3 Conditions for Self-Excitation in Induction Generator 
Basically an induction machine can be modelled using RLC circuit elements. Self-
excitation in an induction generator is the growth of current and the associated increase 
in the voltage across the capacitor without an external excitation system. Transients that 
grow in magnitude can only happen if there is an external energy source that is able to 
supply all the power losses associated with the increasing current. The SEIG is able to 
have a growing transient because of the external mechanical energy source that is 
driving the induction generator. The transient process of terminal voltage growth 
continues until the iron parts gets saturate. The saturation changes the magnitude of 
2
1
m s r
K
L L L


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magnetisation inductance Lm. Variation in Lm changes the roots of stator current 
characteristics equation of SEIG. If the real part of root is positive response is over 
damped as real part of root becomes zero the response becomes undammed with certain 
magnitude and frequency.  Unlike the simple RLC circuit, the roots for the self-excited 
induction generator which can be derived from Equation (2.31). Magnitude of roots 
dependent on induction machine parameters,   shunt capacitor and the rotor speed. 
Determination of the roots of the characteristic equation of the currents in the induction 
generator is the key to finding out whether the induction generator will self-excite or 
not. 
Equation (2.9) can be re written as 
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The equation (2.31) representing a self-excited induction generator, can be solved by 
applying Cramer’s rule. 
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Applying Cramer’s rule to equation (2.31) results in 
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Since the characteristic equation of the d-axis stator current is the determinant of the 
denominator, only the denominator part of dsi will be expanded. The determinant of the 
numerator will be represented by a variable U, which is dependent on the machine 
parameters, initial conditions, capacitance and electrical rotor speed. U affects only the 
magnitude of the current dsi and does not contain any information on the behaviour of 
the resulting current. The determinants in Equation (2.32) can be evaluated to give 
  220112233445566 CPAPAPAPAPAPAPA
U
ids

                           (2.33) 
Where 
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    2222222223 22 mrrrsrsrsssrsrsmrrsrs LRRLLLRCRLRRLLRLLRLLCA    
    rsrrrmrrrrsrrrs CRRLLCLLRLCRRLCLA 422 222222222222    
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  rrrrrs LRLLCRA 22 2221    
222
0 rrr RLA   
To determine roots of the characteristics equation, the denominator of Equation (2.33) 
is set to zero. 
  00112233445566  APAPAPAPAPAPA                                         (2.34) 
       0665544332211   pppppp          (2.35) 
 
The transient and steady state solution due to each of the roots can be obtained by using 
partial fraction expansion. If there exists a root with a positive real part, then due to that 
specific root there will be self-excitation. The current and voltage will grow until the 
magnetising inductance saturate. Saturated value of magnetizing inductance makes the 
real part of the roots zero which shows that circuit is operating like undamped RLC 
circuit. From there on wards voltage and current shall oscillate with particular 
magnitude and frequency. 
 
2.4 Method to Determine Minimum Capacitance Required for SEIG  
The self-excitation process to initiate, a capacitor bank of suitable size must be 
connected across the terminals of induction motor, the core of which retains some 
residual flux. For a particular speed and given load, excitation capacitor should 
sufficient enough to provide VAR to produce rated voltage. An uncontrolled self-
excited induction generator shows considerable variation in its terminal voltage, and 
output frequency under varying load. For symmetrical study the behaviour of such a 
standalone induction generator with a variable frequency output, it is convenient to 
analyse its steady state circuit model whose parameters are defined in terms of the base 
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frequency. The new efficient and direct method is proposed to calculate required 
minimum capacitance and output frequencies under diversity of load. The per phase 
steady state, stator referred equivalent circuit of a SEIG normalised to the base 
frequency connected to a resistive- inductive load is shown in Fig.2.5. A capacitor of 
capacitance C is connected to provide the excitation VAR. 
 
Fig. 2.5 – the stator referred circuit model of SEIG normalized to  the base frequency 
 
Applying KCL in inner loop of circuit shown in Fig. (2.5), the loop equation for the 
current sI can be written as 
                                    0ZI s                                                                               (2.35) 
Where Z is the net loop impedance. 
Since under steady-state excitation 0sI , it follows that 0Z . By equating Z to zero 
value of unknown parameter that is capacitor is calculated.   
Separating both real and imaginary parts by equating Z to zero. 
The real part yields 
  0543
2
2
3
1  cc XaaXaFaFa                                                                (2.36) 
and the imaginary part yields 
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Where ai, i = 1, 2. . . 5 and bi, i = 1, 2... 7 are positive real constants  
Stable operating point occurs in saturation region hence for steady state analysis 
saturated value of magnetizing reactance must be consider.   
Solving eqns. (2.36) and (2.37). 
For no load condition, ZL=∞. The value of excitation capacitive reactance is given as 
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For no load operation slip is almost zero 
                                             VF   
                                             0VF  
                                          2max vXXX mlsC                                                     (2.40) 
For maximum value of capacitive reactance the value of capacitance is minimum. From 
eqn.(2.40) minimum value capacitor can be calculated. 
For resistive load condition 
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From eqn. (2.31) and (2.32) 
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For inductive load condition 
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The capacitive reactance inversely proportional to capacitance, for maximum value of 
capacitive reactance the value of capacitor is minimum. 
 
 
2.5 Results and Discussion 
 Digital simulation of dynamic model of self-excited induction generator has been 
carried out using numerical integration technique Rung-kutta fourth order method. For 
getting accurate result the step length must be as small as possible but on the other hand 
it will take more time. In this case 50µs is considered as step time. To clearly 
demonstrate the effect of excitation capacitor and speed on the voltage build up time 
and on the magnitude of steady state voltage, simulation carried out on the model of a 
22KW induction machine whose parameter are given in appendix A.  
2.5.1 Self-excitation Process 
The fixed excitation capacitance is selected as 152µf , for the 22kw induction machine. 
The SEIG driven by constant speed prime mover with 1700rpm at no load and 
simulation result are shown in fig 2.6(a,b,c). The voltage and current waveform of SEIG 
reach the steady state within 5.6 sec .the steady state peak value of SEIG terminal 
voltage is 335 volts (236 rms) and stator current is 18.44 at no load. 
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(a). Stator terminal voltage 
 
(b). Magnetizing current 
 
(c). Magnetizing inductance 
Fig.2.6 
2.5.2 Loading condition 
 
A load of 7 kw is applied to SEIG at t=9.5sec. It is observed that steady state peak 
voltage was 335 volt at no load reduces to 285 volt. The load current reaches steady 
state peak value of 15 ampere.  
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(a). Stator terminal voltage 
 
(b). Load current 
Fig. 2.7 
 
2.6 Summary 
This chapter presents the mathematical modelling of self-excited induction generator, 
excitation capacitor and load impedance. Using these d-q model equations a matrix has 
formulated which represents the state space dynamic model of conventional induction 
generator. Condition for self-excitation process of SEIG have analysed and minimum 
capacitance value requirement for self-excitation have calculated.  
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CHAPTER 3 
 
 
EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF SEIG 
 
3.1 Introduction 
Machine modelling requires knowledge of the parameters of the machine. Whether the 
three-phase induction machine is modelled using the conventional equivalent circuit 
model or dq method, it needs information about parameters of the machine. To have an 
accurate model of the machine, which represents all the characteristics of the physical 
machine, the parameters need to be determined accurately. Accurate magnetizing 
characteristics can be obtained by running the machine at synchronous speed with help 
of a prime mover. Mutual inductance as a function of magnetizing current has 
determined through accurate curve fitting method. Finally the process of voltage build 
up in SEIG is studied in detail by performing a series of experiments.  
 
3.2 Determination of Equivalent Circuit parameters of IM 
The equivalent circuit parameters of three phase induction motor can be determined 
from open circuit, short circuit test and stator winding dc resistance test. While 
measuring dc resistance skin effect must be taken into account. 
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3.2.1 Open Circuit tests 
The open-circuit test is conducted by supplying rated voltage to the stator while driving 
the induction motor at its synchronous speed using an external prime mover. When the 
motor runs at synchronous speed the slip, s, will be zero and rotor current becomes zero. 
For the open-circuit test, the conventional equivalent circuit model can be reduced to 
the one shown in Fig. 3.1. 
 
 
Fig. 3.1circuit connection diagram and equivalent circuit during no load test 
Where     0V - the measured open-circuit phase voltage   
                0I -  the measured open-circuit phase current  
               0P -  the measured open-circuit three-phase power 
             So at slip s = 0: 
Total input resistance under open-circuit condition 
2
0
0
0
3I
P
R                                (3.1)  
Total input impedance under open-circuit condition 
0
0
0
I
V
Z                                (3.2) 
Total input reactance under open-circuit condition 
2
0
2
00 RZX                       (3.3) 
From the fig. 3.1                                          mXxX  10                                       (3.4)                                                                                    
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3.2.2 Short Circuit tests 
The short-circuit test (or block rotor or standstill test) is conducted by blocking the 
motor using a locking mechanism to hold the induction motor at zero speed. At 
standstill, rated current is supplied to the stator. When the speed of the rotor is zero, the 
slip will be unity. Fig. 3.2 shows the equivalent circuit for the short circuit or block 
rotor test. 
 
 
Fig. 3.2circuit connection diagram and equivalent circuit during short circuit test 
 
Total input resistance under short-circuit condition
23 sc
sc
sc
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R                                (3.5)     
Total input impedance under short-circuit condition  
sc
sc
sc
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V
Z   
I
V
Z
sc
sc
sc

          (3.6)   
Total input reactance under short-circuit condition
22
shshsh RZX                     (3.7)  
From the fig. 3.2                                       21 xxX o                                           (3.8) 
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For a wound rotor induction motors, 1x is assumed to be equal to 2x  
                           
2
21
scXxx                                                                               (3.10) 
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By using the eq. (3.4, 3.9, 3.10) we can determined the equivalent circuit parameter of 
induction machine. 
Where
1r , 2r , 1x , 2x  and mX are stator referred leakage  resistances and inductances of 
stator and rotor respectively. 
 
3.3 Determination of Magnetization Characteristics of IM 
Synchronous speed test: 
1. The stator is connected to supply through auto- transformer.  Rotor is coupled 
to external prime mover. This experiment is conducted at synchronous speed of 
rotor. It is similar to open circuit test because slip is zero. 
2. A separately excited DC motor act as prime mover.  
3. Then the terminal voltage, per phase current drawn by machine and power taken 
from supply were obtained by varying the stator voltage of the induction 
machine in steps, while varying  adjust dc machine supply to retain the rotor 
speed equal to synchronous speed.  
4. From the series of data taken, relationship between air gar voltage and 
magnetizing current can be determined from curve fitting method. 
The relationship between gV  and mI  follow a standard form of nonlinear equation 
                                      31
2
2 KeKFIV m
IK
mg                                                         (3.11) 
Where K1, K2 and K3 are constants  
 Vg is the air gap voltage  
  F is the frequency in p.u, defined as  
basef
f
F                              
Where f is the rotor frequency. 
basef is the reference frequency used in the test to obtained the excitation curve. 
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The magnetizing reactance can be obtained directly from equation (3.11) as 
                                     31
2
2 KeKF
I
V
LX m
IK
m
g
mm     (3.12)                                              
The variation magnetizing inductance Lm with Im, is highly nonlinear function. The Lm 
verses Im curve for the laboratory prototype induction machine is shown in fig.3.3. 
3.4 Results and Discussions 
The rating of laboratory induction machine is given in table 3 of Appendix A. DC motor 
of separately excited configuration is taken as prime mover of induction generator. 
Mutual inductance as a function of magnetizing current is also experimentally 
determined and shown in Fig.3.3. Operating point should be chosen in the negative 
slope zone known as stable operating region. The prime mover speed is set at 3000 rpm 
and per phase value of delta connected excitation capacitors taken as 17µF. The stator 
terminal voltage is taken through a 100:1 probe. Oscilloscope setting are 13.6 V/div 
and 20 ms/div.  
 3.4.1 SEIG under no load  
With excitation capacitance of 17 µf, rotor speed increased to 314 rad/sec, the generated 
phase voltage and phase current attains their steady state  peak value of  274 v (rms 
193.4v) and 1.65A (rms 1.16 A) in 6.5 sec. The simulated and experimental outcomes 
are shown in Fig.3.3. Fig.3.3 (b) shows the simulated stator terminal voltage and Fig.3.3 
(d) shows the experimental one. Each experimental figure shown below is obtained 
from laboratory oscilloscope. Fig.3.3 (e) shows the variation of magnetizing inductance 
during voltage build up process. It is found out that the value of Lm varies from o.6 H 
to o.5 H with a variation of magnetizing current from 0 A to 1.7A. 
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(a) Rotor speed 
 
(b) Stator terminal voltage 
 
(c) Machine line current 
 
(d) Stator terminal voltage (experiment) 
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(e) Magnetizing characteristic 
Fig. 3.3 
 
3.4.2 SEIG under upf load  
Here a load of 0.5 KW, upf brought to machine at 7 sec with excitation capacitance 
of 17µf. It is observed from Fig.3.4 the influence of load caused a steady state 
voltage of peak value 156v (rms 220v) and load current of 1.13A (rms). The 
simulated, experimental results of phase voltage are shown in Fig.3.4. Fig. 3.4(a) is 
simulated stator terminal phase voltage, (b) shows the experimental one. 
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(b) Stator terminal voltage (experiment) 
Fig.3.4 
3.5 Summary 
In this chapter, experiments performed on an induction generator are reported. First 
open circuit test and short circuit test have performed and equivalent circuit parameters 
are determined. The exact magnetizing characteristic is determined by rotating the 
induction machine at synchronous speed by prime mover. From the experimental data 
magnetization characteristics, Lm verses Im curve has determined through accurate 
curve fitting technique. Mutual inductance is plotted as a function of magnetizing 
current and its value in the stable operating zone is determined from the graph. Finally 
the voltage build up process of SEIG was experimentally studied. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 
A DYNAMIC VOLTAGE CONTROLLER FOR SEIG  
4.1 Introduction 
The main drawback of using induction generators excited by capacitor bank are their 
inherently poor voltage regulation and uncontrollable frequency of operation. The 
output voltage of a SEIG can be controlled by introducing an appropriate voltage 
regulation scheme. The number of schemes of voltage control have been recommended 
by many authors. The voltage control method using switched capacitor does not allow 
smooth control, it either increases or decreases voltage in steps. Voltage regulation with 
the help of saturating reactor is not economically considerable because it involves a 
potentially large size and weight. The series capacitor in long shunt configuration has 
better performance than shunt capacitance but there is a possibility of occurrence of 
series resonance when load is particularly inductive. An isolated induction generator 
connected to current controlled VSI with a single capacitor on the DC link side draws 
lagging or leading current to regulate the terminal voltage. 
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4.2 Close Loop Voltage Controller of SEIG 
Variable voltage and frequency output of a SEIG is its major drawback which can be 
overcome by a large extent by using power converter with a DC- side capacitor. 
Reactive power exchange between generator and controller is adjusted by controlling 
switching pattern of converter. Due to switching the DC side capacitor of converter act 
like a three phase capacitor. The reactive current or VAR requirement by the induction 
generator comes from the converter through adjustment of magnitude and phase of 
current drawn by it.  
The voltage regulator for the SEIG system consist of  IGBT based current 
controlled voltage source inverter (VSI) with a electrolytic capacitor at dc link and 
control circuit to generate switching pulses is shown in Fig.4.1. The rating and 
parameter of the generator for which voltage regulator is developed is given in 
Appendix A, the prime mover of which could be constant speed variable power in 
nature. The voltage regulator connected to SEIG terminal through filter impedance. The 
control principle involves to regulate the terminal voltage of SEIG based on controlling 
the output current of the voltage source inverter. The converter can draw active and 
reactive current from the AC main of SEIG, decided by control circuit in order to 
regulate voltage level of induction generator. It is worth discussing to analysis the 
working principle of converter, how it exchange active and reactive power with AC 
supply. On DC side of converter an electrolytic capacitor is present which initially 
excited by AC bus through rectifier action or it is charged initially. We cannot expect 
reactive power at DC bus since reactive power is not produce at zero frequency. 
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Fig 4.1. Control scheme voltage regulator for three phase SEIG 
The DC capacitor play no role in reactive power generation. The converter simply 
interconnects the three terminals in such a way that the reactive current can flow in AC 
main lines. The converter produces a circulating current among the phases with zero 
average power exchange. Semiconductor switches are not lossless, they dissipate some 
amount of active power during switching and conduction time. The active power loss 
during switching is supplied by the DC bus by reducing capacitor voltage. However 
this loss can provided from AC source instead from DC bus to keep the DC voltage at 
constant level. The active power drawn from AC source depends on magnitude of in 
phase current. Hence the magnitude of in phase current drawn from AC source depends 
on DC voltage level. The reactive power supplied by the converter which regulates 
voltage level of SEIG, depend on the quadrature component of current drawn by 
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converter. Hence the magnitude of quadrature component of current decided by the AC 
voltage level.      
The voltage error signal generated from the difference between maximum value 
of SEIG terminal voltage and the reference maximum voltage, the voltage error signal 
processed through PI controller, the output of PI controller adjust the magnitude of 
reference reactive current that would be drawn by converter. The voltage error signal 
generated from the difference between actual DC capacitor voltage sensed at the DC 
bus and the reference DC bus voltage. The voltage error signal processed through PI 
controller, the output of PI controller adjust the magnitude of active current that would 
be drawn by converter. 
4.3 Modelling of Controller Circuit 
4.3.1 Modelling of Voltage Source Inverter 
The VSI is operating in current controlled mode and modelled by following differential 
equation 
 
Fig 4.2. Voltage source inverter with DC link capacitor 
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Where SA, SB, and SC are switching functions. Va, Vb and Vc are three phase sinusoidal 
AC terminal voltages of SEIG. Vdc is the DC bus voltage. fL  and fR are the filter 
inductance and resistance respectively. 
 ea, eb and ec are the three phase AC output voltage of  inverter. These voltages may 
be expressed as  
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The switching function SA assumes the values of 1 and 0. SA is 1 if upper switch of leg 
A is on and 0 for lower switch if on. 
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4.3.2 Estimation of VSI Reference Current 
The maximum amplitude of phase voltage 
                               222
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The unit vectors voltages can be defined as 
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Quadrature axis and direct axis component is derived as 
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The quadrature component of VSI reference current is derived from the voltage error 
between amplitude Vm of the AC voltage at the SEIG terminal and set reference current 
Vm
* is given by 
                                   mm VVt 
                                                                  (4.13)  
The output of PI controller is given as 
                                  dttKtKI
t
Ipq 
0
))((                                               (4.14) 
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The quadrature component of VSI reference current reference currents ere estimated as 
                                  
ddd IuI 
                                                                      (4.14)                   
The quadrature axis component of VSI reference current is derived from the voltage 
error between DC bus bar voltage VDC and set reference current VDC
* is given by 
                                   DCDC VVt 
                                                                (4.15) 
The output of PI controller is given as 
                                  dttKtKI
t
Ipd 
0
))((                                                (4.16) 
The direct axis component of VSI reference current reference currents ere estimated as 
                                 qqq IuI 

                                                                      (4.17) 
Three phase VSI reference current is given by 
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4.3.3 Hysteresis Current Controller 
The ON/ OFF switching pattern of the gate driving signal to IGBTs, generated from 
hysteresis comparator, is represented mathematically as 
If  ia < (ia
* - hb) switch S1 off and switch S4 on, SA=0 
 
 
If  ia > (ia
* + hb) switch S1 on and switch S4 off, SA=1 
 
 
If  ib < (ib
* - hb) switch S3 off and switch S6 on, SB=0 
 
 
If  ib > (ib
* + hb) switch S3 on and switch S6 off, SB=1 
 
 
If  ic < (ic
* - hb) switch S5 off and switch S2 on, SC=0 
 
 
If  ic > (ic
* + hb) switch S5 on and switch S2 off, SC=1 
 
 
 
Where hb is the current band of the hysteresis current controller, value of which is given 
in the Appendix. 
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4.4 Results and Discussion 
The effectiveness of the proposed voltage regulator in controlling terminal 
voltage of a three phase SEIG is verified by application of a 7 KW upf load. The self-
excited induction generator terminal voltage with load before and after the application 
of controller and dc ink voltage are shown in fig.4.2. Uncontrolled terminal voltage 
shown in 4.2(a), a controlled output voltages with load shown in fig.4.2(b) and 
fig4.2(c). The line current of VSI shown in the figure 4.2(e). 
 
 
(a) Uncontrol stator terminal voltage 
 
(b) Control stator terminal voltage 
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(c) Control stator terminal voltage 
 
(d) Dc-link voltage 
 
(e) VSI line current 
Fig.4.2 Controlled and uncontrolled terminal voltage 
4.5 Summary 
In this chapter dynamics of voltage controller is presented, which controls the terminal 
voltage of SEIG under variation of step change load. The mathematical modelling of 
voltage regulator has been derived by a differential equation, presented in state space 
model. The derived model has been simulated through Matlab/Simulink environment. 
It is found that the proposed regulator is capable of providing reactive power demanded 
by SEIG and load to regulate the terminal voltage of SEIG.  
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CHAPTER 5 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
The operation of induction machine as a self-excited induction generator in isolated 
mode is explored both by experimentally and through simulation. The drawbacks of a 
SEIG without any control is its varying terminal voltage and frequency making it 
unfriendly with many applications. The modelling of induction machine in stationary 
reference frame is done to have dynamic analysis. Magnetizing inductance is the main 
parameter governing the voltage build up process. The drawback of varying terminal 
voltage is overcome using scalar voltage control method. Control scheme utilises 
current control voltage source inverter with dc link capacitor and two PI controllers. 
Under varying load conditions, PI controllers prove out to be good tracker of the 
reference making the terminal voltage constant in the given conditions. The impedance 
angle created between the generated output and inverter output is utilised for active 
power and reactive power transfer thus acting as voltage controller. Experiment is 
undertaken on 1.1 kw induction machine.  Major contributions of this thesis are dq axes 
modelling of induction generator, mathematical analysis of SEIG, analysis of effect of 
speed, excitation capacitance and mutual inductance on self-excitation process of 
induction generator. Design and analysis of closed loop voltage control scheme for 
SEIG and Experiments on open loop voltage build-up process of SEIG are studied. 
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Suggestion for Future Work  
 
The analysis and explanations presented in this thesis provide a good foundation for 
further research in the area of isolated induction generators. Some of the topics 
recommended for future work are: 
 Development of a induction generator model that takes into account of core loss 
component for dynamic analysis of self-excited induction generator. 
 Instead of current control technique SPWM and SVPWM based voltage 
controller can be implemented for SEIG. 
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APPENDIX A 
 
 
 
TABLE A.1 
 
22KW, 4pole induction Machine Parameter 
 
Power 22 KW 
Voltage 415 V 
Current 40 A 
Rs (Ω) 0.2511 
Rs (Ω) 0.2489 
Xls (Ω) 0.439 
Xlr (Ω) 0.439 
J (kg m2) 0.305 
 
 
TABLE A.2  
 
(Lm vs Im characteristics ) of 22KW induction machine 
 
IM (A) LM (H) 
IM< 8 0.075 
8< IM <13 0.075 – 0.003(im-8) 
13<IM<23 0.06- 0.002(im-13) 
IM> 23 0.041 
 
 
 
TABLE A.3  
 
1.1KW, 3 phase, 2pole induction Machine Parameter 
 
POWER 1.1 KW 
VOLTAGE 380 V 
CURRENT 2.6 A 
RS (Ω) 5.5068 
RS (Ω) 5.538 
LLS (H) 0.01125 
LLR (H) 0.01125 
 
